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SAN MARCO ATMOSPHERIC SATELLITE
COMPLETES PRE-LAUNCH GROUND TESTS

The San Marco D/L spacecraft, an internationa1 sate1-

lite, des igned to ma ke studies of the Lowe r atmosphere, has

comp1eted its fabrication and pre-1aunch ground tests and is

now ready for shipment to its 1aunch site in Kenya, Profes-

sor Luigi Brog1io, Director of the Centro Ricerche Aerospaz-

ia1i (CRA) of the University of Rome, announced today.

His announcernent carneduring a press tour of the CRA fac-

i1ities at the university, where the 237-ki10gram (522-pound)

spacecraft was on disp1ay.

The spherica1 spacecraft, one meter (three feet) in dia-

meter, wi11 carry five scientific instruments when it is

1aunched by an Ita1ian Air Force crew from the Ita1ian San

Marco Equatoria1 Range in Kenya no earlier than November 18,

1986. The launch vehic1e wi11 be a U.S.-bui1t Scout rocket.
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The spacecraft was designed and fabricated by CRAperson-

nel in Rome.

One of the five scientific instruments ì s from Italy,

Uni ted States,one from West Germany and three from the

Professor Broglio said.

The Italian instrument, for which Professor Broglio is the

principal investigator, is the Neutral Atmosphere Density (Drag

Bal ance) exper iment. It is designed to measure drag forces on

the satellite in orbite

The West German instrument is the Airglow Solar Spectro-

meter, sponsored by the Institut fur Physikalische Weltraum-

forschung (IPW) in Freiburg. Principal investigator is G.

Schmidtke. It is designed to measure equatorial day and

night airglow, solar radiation from the Earth' s surface and

from clouds and the radiation of interplanetary and intergal-

actic origin reaching the satellite.

Two of the U.S. instruments are from the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration' s (NASA's) Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. They are the Wind and

Temperature Spectrometer to measure neutral winds, neutral

particle temperatures and the concentration of selected

gases in the atmosphere and the three-axis Electric Field

Instrumen t, which wiIl meas ure the elec t r ic f ield s ur r ound+

i ng "the spacec raft in orb i t. Pr inc ipal invest ig a tors are

Norman W. Spencer and N.C. Maynard, respectively.
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The third U.S. instrument is the Ion Velocity Instrument

from the University of Texas at Dallas. It is designed to

measure the plasma concentration and the ion temperatures sur-

rounding the spacecraft. Principal investigator is W. B. Han-

sono

This launch will mark the fifth time a San Marco spacecraft

has been sent into space. The first one, San Marco A, was

-Laun ched f r orn Goddard Space Flight Center' s Wallops Flight

Fac ili ty on the Eastern Shore of Virg inia on December 15,

1964. The second, San Marco B, was launched from the San

Marco Equatorial Range

Marco Cl, on Apr i I 19,

on February 18, 1974.

The third and fourth launches also

on Apr i I 26,

1971, and the

1967; the third, San

fourth, San Marco C2,

were made in Kenya,

where the San Marco Range use s a pa ir of ocean plat forms

for its unique launch facility. The San Marco platform,

named for the patron saint of navigators, and the s i s ter

platform, Santa Rita-named for the patron saint of things

impossible--were refurbished in Italy, towed to Kenya and

erected approximately three miles offshore in 1966.

The Santa Rita platform is located about 500 meters (one

-third of a mile) from the San Marco platform. San Marco

serves as the launch platform, while Santa Rita is used as a

bloc khouse •
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San Marco D/L (the L stands for low orbit) will be placed

in an orbit of 277 by 685 kilometers (180 by 625 statute

miles). Its inclination will be 2.9 degrees, and it will

circle the Earth every 100 minutes.
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